Montana Seed Growers Association
Seed Lot Blending Form
MSGA Seed Blending Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Seed Lots of the same variety and seed class may be blended and the seed class retained.
When blending use the Certification number representing the field with the largest acreage, or bushel amount and
indicate this by placing a B after the Certification number.
If lots of different classes are blended, the lowest class shall be applied to the resultant blend. For example, after
blending a registered lot with a certified lot, the new lot will be certified.
When blending lots of the same variety but with different certification numbers, either:
a. Rerun purity and germination using a new lot number for the blended lot prior to issuance of tags
(Recommended by MSGA).
b. Label with tags using the proper class and the lowest values for purity and germination. If one lot has weed
seeds and/or other crop, the lab analysis that reflects these contaminates should be used.
If one or more lots to be blended has a substandard germination, or is in any other way substandard, then a new
purity and germination is required before new tags will be issued by MSGA.
The germination date used should be taken from the lot showing the earliest legal germination date.
MSGA should be informed of any blending of seed lots, by providing the information in the tables below.

Please list all certification numbers and lot numbers with corresponding bushel amounts that will be
included in the blend
Name of Contractor:
Certification Number

Original Lot Number

Bushels or Pounds in Lot

1
2
3
4
5

*

Blending Date:

The new Certification number will be the number with the largest amount of bushels/pounds represented
in the blend, the new certification number will have a (B) placed behind it representing a “Blended” seed
lot. Example: 123-4567B. The blended seed lot will also need to be assigned a new lot number, if being
retested; otherwise, the lot number of the largest lot of seed represented in the blend will be used.

Certification Number
Lot number

